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Thank you for all the blessings of today. God bless you all. 

Thank you for a nice and great morning 

Thank you for all The Blessings from this morning 

Thank you and your team for Saturday.  It is always truly inspiring to be with people of praise, who 

are trying to live the gospel message and discern the will of God. It is also encouraging to see the use 

of the gifts. I just thoroughly enjoyed the whole of the day. The message l took away for myself was 

“Never give up, build with the Lord in true humility, always asking for discernment from the Holy 

Spirit.”   

Relevant and inspiring 

Just good to be there 

Really enjoy the time with ADORE - the structure works very well for growth and reflection 

Peter Hobbs’ talk was very good and inspiring. His references were really meaningful. 

The whole meeting was very thought provoking. I enjoyed the guitar playing and singing. The priest's 
sermon was very eloquent and I though Peter Hobbs talk was inspirational. 

Could be involved, even while at home 

Homily thought provoking. Praise &Worship excellent 

Everything is helpful. 

Prophetic sharing  

The whole morning is very planned & constructed & sets me up for the weekend. I particularly like 
adoration after Mass & having that stillness & time for reflection.....always missed in Parish settings! 

The holy mass helps to establish a prayerful attitude, Peter's talk was extremely interesting, his 
analogies were very helpful, I just love to hear people's testimony as it builds up one’s faith 

All parts are valuable. Each of them is different and all together they make the morning so impactful. 

The whole retreat especially the talk.  

I found the whole of the Meeting: warm, welcoming, and full of love.  

Peter Hobbs talk spoke to me.  

ADORE has a 'formula' for the programme that really, really works 

PRAYER MINISTRY was AMAZING for me.  

I enjoy all aspects 

Wonderful Mass and Adoration.  

I found it difficult to focus during adoration, but people's comments afterwards were useful. 

I find everything helpful 

The light of Jesus was in all the elements, it was all helpful.  

I liked it all and found it a great combination….I welcome the fellowship, sharing, prayer and 
support. 
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I found it all helpful. Talk was good and the sharing in the breakout room. 

Just right  

A lot of work had gone into the organization and clear instructions were given on how to use zoom. 

Everything was amazingly well organised  

Having Adore online is just wonderful and can reach people beyond the boundaries of physical 
travel...Amen! 

It was all good. 

Great worship!  

Always wonderful  

I think you are doing a great job  

All of the meeting is excellent and felt so blessed. 

The worship time was very powerful for me  

Just continue please! 

Through Peter Hobbs' talk God revealed to me that He is turning the mistakes and sins in my life into 
good … I'm filled with joy now.  

 

 
 

 


